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Consistent with the resolution of the government of Israel and the
proclamation of the Military Commander, in 2005 Israel withdrew all Israeli
military forces from Gaza, forcibly removed all Israeli civilians, and
dismantled its military administration in the entirety of the Gaza Strip.
In addition, Israel abandoned its presence in the ‘Philadelphi Corridor’ – the
border area between the Gaza Strip and Egypt. Notwithstanding this
complete withdrawal from Gaza, a number of legal advocacy groups, UN
organs and other observers have continued to opine that Gaza is under Israeli
occupation. This article examines the validity of claims that Israel still
‘occupies’ Gaza under the laws of war and occupied territory. The article
concludes that such claims are without any basis in international law.
It should be emphasized that this article assumes, arguendo, that prior to
2005, Gaza was territory belligerently occupied by Israel; it does not enter
into the disputes about whether Gaza should have been considered occupied
territory from 1967 to 2005.
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Israeli withdrawal in 2005

In 2003, then-Prime Minister of Israel Ariel Sharon proposed a ‘disengagement

plan’ under which Israel would withdraw from the Gaza Strip without waiting for

a peace agreement with the Palestinians.1 Israel finalized the terms of its

withdrawal during the course of 2004–2005, and carried out the withdrawal

during 15 August–12 September 2005.2

Early versions of the withdrawal plan were not clear about the scope of the

withdrawal. Israeli government decisions had envisioned a phased withdrawal in

which each phase would be followed by a deliberative period to examine the

results.3 Similarly, early versions of the withdrawal plan envisioned a continued

Israeli presence in the Philadelphi corridor (the strip surrounding the Gaza–

Egypt border area).4 However, ultimately, Israel withdrew completely from

Gaza, and did not leave behind any forces in the border area between Gaza and

Egypt.
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On 11 September 2005, as the last forces were leaving Gaza, the Government

of Israel adopted the following resolution:

Resolution 4235 of the Government of Israel in re Conclusion of the Israeli presence
in Gaza Strip and in ‘Philadelphi Corridor’ of 11.9.03

[The government] decides (unanimously), to end the Israeli presence in the Gaza
Strip and in ‘Philadelphi Corridor’ as follows. In accordance with Government
resolution 1996 of 6.6.2004 re the Disengagement Plan, the IDF will withdraw its
forces from the territory of the Gaza Strip, including from the area of the border
between the Gaza Strip and Egypt (‘Philadelphi Corridor’).

Withdrawal of the forces will be executed according to a timetable to be fixed
by the Defense Establishment, taking into consideration operational needs in
the area.

Upon withdrawal of IDF forces from these territories, responsibility for them will
be transferred to the Palestinian authorities and the Military Government in the
Gaza Strip area will end. The Defense Establishment, in coordination with
the Justice Ministry, will take the necessary measures in order to formally annul the
Military Government.5

One day later, on 12 September 2005, the Military Commander of the Gaza Strip

issued a proclamation ending Military Government in Gaza, as follows:

1. In accordance with the resolution of the Government of Israel of

September 11, 2005 the forces of IDF left the areas of Gaza Strip and

transferred the control of these areas to the Palestinian Council.

2. From the end of this day, the Military Government in Gaza Strip has

ended. Major General Dan Harel, Commander of IDF forces in Gaza Strip,

September 12, 2005.6

And, indeed, on 12 September 2005, after the army completed its eviction of all

Israeli civilians, the last Israeli soldier left Gaza.7

Upon the Israeli withdrawal, Gaza had six land border crossings: one (Rafah)

along its border with Egypt, and five (Erez, Sufa, Kerem Shalom, Nahal Oz and

Karni) along the border with Israel. On 20 September 2005, the Israeli Ministry of

Interior classified the five Gaza–Israel crossings as ‘border stations’ marking

international ports of entry into and exit from Israel.8 As the Rafah border was

under Egyptian–Palestinian control, the Interior Ministry did not make any

decisions regarding the status of Rafah. As Israel had completely withdrawn from

Gaza, it maintained soldiers only on the Israel side of Israel–Gaza border

crossings, and it had no personnel stationed anywhere in the Rafah border

crossing, or, indeed, anywhere along the Egypt–Gaza border.

On 15 November 2005, Israel and the Palestinian Authority reached two

agreements regarding the border controls of Gaza: the Agreement on Movement

and Access, and the Agreed Principles for Rafah Crossing.9 Israel agreed not to

interfere with the operation of a to-be-constructed Gazan seaport, subject to

security agreements. Israel also agreed to discuss security arrangements and other

issues related to the operation of a Gazan airport.10 However, security
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arrangements were never concluded, and Israel continues to patrol the coastal

waters and airspace of Gaza. No international seaports or airports are currently

operational in Gaza, and Israel blocks most international maritime travel to and

from local Gazan seaports.11

The 15 November agreements also established security provisions for the

Egyptian–Palestinian border crossing in Rafah. According to the agreements,

security for the Rafah border crossing was to be overseen by European observers,

and the Palestinians were to take various steps including ‘prevent[ing] the move-

ment of weapons and explosives’. Israel was also permitted a live video feed and

the right to object to person crossings, with ultimate authority to rest with the

Palestinian Authority.12 In the wake of Hamas’ takeover of Gaza, European

observers fled their posts.13 Egypt has of its own accord often kept the Rafah crossing

closed,14 although it has repeatedly opened it up for passage for civilians15 and for

Hamas terrorists.16 Israel continues to have no presence at the Rafah crossing.17

The Palestinians, first under Fatah-dominated Palestinian Authority rule and

now under Hamas, control access to the Gazan side of border crossings and they

have used this control to limit the travel of political opponents,18 and to impose

exit permit limitations.19

Since the Israeli withdrawal

Shortly after the Israeli withdrawal, the Palestinian terrorist group Hamas took

control of the Gaza Strip. In elections on 25 January 2006, approximately four

and a half months after the withdrawal from Gaza, Hamas won 74 of 132 seats in

the Palestinian Authority legislature.20 Hamas’ victory included receipt of the

majority of votes cast in the Gaza Strip.21 On 29 March 2006, Hamas’ Ismail

Haniya was sworn in as prime minister by Palestinian President Mahmoud

Abbas.22 A Hamas government held power for approximately a year until Hamas

reached a unity agreement with its rival organization Fatah.23 Fatah and Hamas

then ruled jointly from March to June 2007.24 In June 2007 Hamas took sole

power in Gaza by force of arms; it has held power in Gaza since then.25

Naturally, the election of Hamas affected the likelihood of successful

negotiation of security agreements regarding Gaza. Hamas is an organization

chartered in 1988 with the explicit aim of destroying Israel and waging war

against the Jewish people.26 The charter specifies that Jews are duplicitous and

evil, and that Jews must ultimately be annihilated on judgement day.27 In

addition, the charter rejects all negotiation, specifying that ‘so-called peaceful

solutions’ contradict the principles of Hamas and there is ‘no solution for the

Palestinian question except through Jihad’.28 In the wake of its election victory,

Hamas reiterated its aims, rejecting any possibility of peace with Israel.29

Throughout its history Hamas has also utilized terrorism against Israel as a tactic

for achieving its aims. Hamas has carried out numerous suicide bombings, rocket

attacks and other murderous strikes against civilian Jewish Israeli targets.30
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In the years since the Israeli withdrawal, Palestinian forces in Gaza have

continued to attack Israel. Most of these attacks have been rocket and mortar

strikes on Israeli civilians (an average of more than two per day),31 but

Palestinians have also carried out sniper attacks and armed incursions into Israeli

territory, the most famous of which was a raid on an Israeli position near Kerem

Shalom on 25 June 2006, in which the assailants killed two Israeli soldiers and

kidnapped a third – Gilad Shalit, who was thereafter held hostage.32 As a result

of the Palestinian attacks, Israel has engaged in occasional counterstrikes, some

involving infantry and armoured incursions into Gaza, but more generally by

means of targeted airstrikes.33 In addition, Israel launched two major military

operations against Palestinian forces: Operation Summer Rains in June 2006 in

response to the Gilad Shalit kidnapping,34 and Operation Cast Lead in December

200835 in response to Palestinian rocket and mortar attacks launched after Hamas

ended an Israeli–Palestinian ceasefire and launched a series of attacks on Israeli

civilians, in what Hamas called ‘Operation Oil Stain’.36

Notwithstanding the constant attacks on Israelis from Gaza, Israel has not

returned any permanent military or civilian presence to Gaza.

In addition, notwithstanding the Palestinian attacks from Gaza, Israel has

continued to provide a variety of goods and services to the Palestinian civilian

population in Gaza. Israel provides electricity, fuel, food and other humanitarian

services, and it permits numerous Gazans to enter Israel for medical care.37 Israel

does not receive full payment for these goods and services; some are paid for by

third parties.

The laws of occupation

To evaluate the status of Gaza since 2005, it is necessary to acquaint ourselves

with the laws of belligerent occupation. The laws of occupation are outlined in

two major treaties: the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949,38 and the Regulations

attached to the Fourth Hague Convention of 1907.39

Territory is considered occupied when the armed forces of one state take

control of the territory of another state without permission.40 According to the

Fourth Geneva Convention, the occupation continues so long as the occupying

state ‘exercises the functions of government in such [occupied] territory’.41

The Hague Regulations state this rule more broadly: territory is occupied for

so long as the occupying forces have ‘established and can . . . exercise’

their authority.42

Legal authorities generally summarize these rules together as stating that

occupations begin with the consolidation of ‘effective control’ by the occupier

and end when occupying forces no longer maintain ‘effective control’ over the

territory.43 In the words of Yoram Dinstein, ‘effective control is a conditio sine

qua non of belligerent occupation’.44

As the tribunal at Dijon found in the 1945 trial of Carl Bauer, Ernst

Schrameck and Herbert Falten, the mere presence of forces in territory is not
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sufficient to create a state of occupation, since the ‘setting up and maintenance of

an actual and effective occupying administration makes the difference between

occupation and mere invasion’. In addition, as the Nuremberg Tribunal ruled in

the case of Wilhelm List and others (the Hostages Case):

an occupation indicates the exercise of governmental authority to the exclusion of
the established government. This presupposes the destruction of organized
resistance and the establishment of an administration to preserve law and order.
To the extent that the occupant’s control is maintained and that of the civil
government eliminated, the area will be said to be occupied.45

Thus, not only is it true that ‘when the occupant withdraws from a territory or

is driven out of it, the occupation ceases to exist’, but also ‘the status of

occupation ceases to exist’ where occupation forces are present but ‘control of an

occupied territory is disputed by the force of arms, and consequently, already at

the stage in which the occupant’s authority is at stake’.46 Furthermore, there is no

occupation where there is a local independent civil government. Only if ‘the civil

government [is] eliminated’ will ‘the area will be said to be occupied’.47

Four points bear particular emphasis here. First, if a local government is able

to exercise its authority independent of the putative occupier, there is no state of

occupation. Effective control requires the substitution of the authority for the

authority of the local forces. As Hersch Lauterpacht put it in the British Forces

Manual, for an occupation to exist, ‘the legitimate government should, by the act

of the invader [occupier], be rendered incapable of publicly exercising its

authority within the occupied territory’.48 Indeed, as the Bauer case demonstrates,

if the authority of the occupier is sufficiently challenged by local forces, even

if there is an occupation military administration, the status of occupation ends.

Second, the territorial scope of occupied territory is determined by the areas

under actual control of occupying forces, and not by the territorial boundaries of

the state whose territory is occupied. Thus, for example, in the case of Congo v.

Uganda,49 the ICJ did not consider all of the Congo to be occupied, or even all of

the territories within the lines of Uganda’s military presence. Rather, as the

Hague Regulations state, only territory which is under effective control of the

occupier is considered occupied.

Third, the touchstone of occupation is ‘effective control’ by occupying

forces. This is a term recognized by legal authorities although it is not found in

the relevant treaties, and it is measured primarily by control over government and

exercise of its functions. For example, in determining whether portions of the

Democratic Republic of Congo were occupied by Uganda, the International

Court of Justice stated it could find territory occupied only if ‘the Ugandan armed

forces in the DRC were not only stationed in particular locations but also that they

had substituted their own authority for that of the Congolese Government.50

The ICJ determined that Uganda was in control of certain areas where it exercised

authority as a result of its direct administration of the territory, including

redividing provinces, appointing and dismissing governing officials and

stationing troops throughout the area.51 The ‘omnipresence’ of troops was not
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necessary to establish occupation, so long as Uganda maintained enough troops

in order to substitute their own authority for that of the local government.52

However, there is no record of any case of territory being considered occupied

with no troops present anywhere in the contiguous bloc of allegedly occupied

territory. As Dinstein writes, ‘it is palpable that the Occupying power must

deploy “boots” on the ground’.53

Fourth, an occupation ends when an occupying state exits the territory, as

stated by the Bauer case, or where it no longer has effective control of the

territory, meaning that it no longer exercises the functions of government in place

of the local state or where there is an alternative independent local civil

government. These are issues of fact.54 If an occupier, in fact, has effective

control, and the other legal conditions of ‘occupation’ are met, then it occupies

the territory even if it denies doing so. Likewise, once an occupier ceases to have

effective control, it no longer occupies the territory, even if others insist that the

occupation has continued.

Applying the laws of occupation to Gaza

Since Israeli forces entered Gaza during the Six Day War in 1967, pro- and anti-

Israel advocates have argued about whether the Gaza Strip should be considered

occupied territory. As there was little question that Israel exercised effective

control over Gaza after 1967 (at least until 1994, when the Palestinian Authority

first entered Gaza), disputes focused on whether Gazan territory was territory of a

state at all. Under the Israeli interpretation, since Gaza was not sovereign territory

of Egypt and was, in fact, an unresolved portion of the Mandate of Palestine

(which had been established in 1922 to facilitate the reestablishment of the

Jewish homeland), it could not be considered territory under Israeli occupation.55

As such, it was argued, the territory could not be belligerently occupied.

A secondary debate developed in the wake of the 1993 peace agreement between

Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization (better known as the first Oslo

Accord, or formally as the Declaration of Principles) and the subsequent

handover of governing authority in the Gaza Strip to the autonomous Palestinian

Authority in 1994.56 It was argued that even if the Gaza Strip had been occupied

by Israel from 1967 to 1994, Israel surrendered effective control in 1994, and

therefore had ended any occupation.57

To avoid entering into these complex issues, this article assumes that Gaza

was legally considered belligerently occupied by Israel from 1967 until 2005.

In other words, it assumes arguendo that Gaza should either have been considered

the territory of a state other than Israel, or that the laws of occupied territory do

not require that occupied territory be considered the territory of a state other than

the alleged occupier. Moreover, it assumes arguendo that, notwithstanding the

presence of the Palestinian Authority, Israel maintained effective control of Gaza

from 1994 to 2005.
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Thus assuming arguendo that Israel occupied Gaza from 1967 to 2005, did

Israel remain the occupier after its withdrawal in 2005? The answer, clearly, is

no. After its withdrawal, Israel had no military government in Gaza, and no

troops in Gaza. It has no forces permanently present in Gaza and no means of

exercising effective control.

Since 2005, Israel has not, in fact, exercised effective control over Gaza.

Israel does not and cannot appoint or dismiss local Gazan governing officials.

Indeed, Israel strongly opposes the current Hamas regime in Gaza.58 Israel does

not administer government services in Gaza. It does not have police in Gaza.

It does not levy taxes in Gaza. It does not provide social services in Gaza. It has

no courts in Gaza. It operates no schools in Gaza. It establishes no governing

structures in Gaza and appoints no officials. Were Israel to issue orders to the

government or population of Gaza, one can safely assume that such orders would

be ignored.

By contrast, the Palestinian Authority, first under Fatah, and then under

Hamas, is fully able to exercise its authority in the Gaza Strip. Hamas has police

forces,59 courts,60 and jails.61 It operates schools,62 electronic media63 and social

services.64 It regulates business activities and establishes banks,65 and it

maintains land registries.66 It levies taxes.67 It controls its own borders.68 It even

imposes a dress code.69 In sum, it has a functioning and fully independent local

civil government, buttressed by armed forces.

Moreover, since 2007 and the Hamas takeover of government, it is impossible

to claim even a fictitious legal connection between the actual functioning

governing authority in Gaza and the State of Israel. While the Palestinian

Authority is formally subject to Israeli authority under the largely defunct Oslo

Accords,70 Hamas does not accept that it is bound by the Oslo Accords and does

not submit to Israeli authority in any respect in Gaza.71 Rather, as even the 2009

Report of the United Nations Fact Finding Mission on the Gaza Conflict

(hereinafter, the Goldstone Commission report) acknowledged, ‘[s]ince July

2007, . . . the Hamas-led authorities in Gaza have been responsible for the

civilian administration of Gaza. For instance, they employ civil servants and

workers, run schools, hospitals, traffic police and the administration of justice’.72

As the 2008–2009 fighting in Gaza demonstrated yet again, the functions of

government in Gaza are fulfilled by Hamas, not by Israel. It is evident that Israel

cannot dispatch troops and expect instantaneous control. Hamas, not Israel,

administers the territory of Gaza. Should Israel wish to reintroduce its control

over Gaza, it would face fierce military resistance and it would have to engage in

very intensive and bloody military action.

According to newspaper reports, the Palestinian Authority acknowledges that

it alone (under Fatah and then under Hamas) has had sole effective authority in

Gaza since 2005; indeed, this acknowledgement played a key role in Palestinian

Authority arguments that it was entitled to accept the authority of the Inter-

national Criminal Court over alleged war crimes that took place during the

2008–2009 fighting in Gaza.73
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In short, the facts, as acknowledged by both the Palestinian Authority and by

Israel, clearly demonstrate that Israel has not had effective control over the Gaza

Strip since 2005. Israel does not have a permanent troop presence in Gaza.

Israel has not displaced local authority; there is a functioning local independent civil

government in Gaza. Legally, therefore, Israel cannot be viewed as occupying Gaza.

Claims that Gaza is occupied

Notwithstanding the clear and indisputable legal conclusion that Israel does not

occupy Gaza, many groups continue to assert that Israel does occupy Gaza.

Claude Bruderlein

A briefing paper by Claude Bruderlein published by his Harvard Programme on

Humanitarian Policy and Conflict Research in September 2004 sounded many of

the claims that will be discussed in this section.74 Bruderlein’s briefing paper,

published before the withdrawal, and consequently without full possession of the

facts, apparently inspired many of the legal errors in an October 2004 PLO report

that would in turn serve as the template for the claim that Israel continues to

occupy Gaza.

These errors, such as the mistaken idea that border controls constitute ‘effective

control’, are discussed more fully below, in the discussion of the PLO report.

Bruderlein’s conclusion, however, bears particular notice. While Bruderlein

insinuated support for several incorrect arguments that would be used to argue for

continued Israeli occupation of Gaza, Bruderlein also intimated that if Israel

withdrew from the Philadelphi corridor (something Israel ultimately did, although it

was unplanned at the time of Bruderlein’s report), Israel would have met the legal

conditions for withdrawing from the territory.75

Curiously, at this point, Bruderlein equivocated and refused to draw the

conclusion that Gaza would remain occupied post-withdrawal. Instead,

Bruderlein suggested an entirely new, unsupportable theory that ‘[i]n the

absence of a determination by the UN Security Council or other authoritative

international body on the end of occupation in the Gaza Strip, the situation in

Gaza is likely to remain one of occupation’.76

The notion that the UN Security Council, or any other international body, has

the authority to transform a situation where a state lacks effective control over a

territory into a belligerent occupation is at odds with existing law. Nothing in the

UN Charter grants the Security Council such authority. Nothing in the Hague

Regulations or Fourth Geneva Convention authorizes the Security Council or any

other body to make binding decisions about what constitutes an occupation.

Indeed, even Bruderlein acknowledges elsewhere in the paper that ‘the beginning

and end of occupation, being ultimately questions of fact, do not hinge upon the

decision or determination by external authority’.77 Thus, where the facts clearly

indicate that Gaza is not occupied, as is the case today, international law
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considers the territory not to be occupied, and the refusal of UN bodies or any

other organization to recognize those facts and their legal implication does not

magically transform Gaza into Israeli-occupied territory.

Perhaps the source of Bruderlein’s misstatement of the law is the Security

Council’s controversial resolution 1546 (2004), in which the Council ‘endorsed’

a new Iraqi government that would reassert full domestic sovereignty and

‘welcomed’ the attendant end of the belligerent occupation imposed by the

United States and allied forces. Some commentators interpreted the resolution as

asserting a new right to end an occupation by fiat of the Security Council.78

However, this view is impossible to reconcile with the resolution itself – which

does not assert such an authority, and instead recognizes what it takes to be facts –

and with the absence of any treaty or customary source of authority in the Security

Council. The better view is that the resolution did not affect the facts of

the occupation, but simply indicated Security Council recognition of the fact that

allied forces subsequently remaining in Iraq would be there by virtue of the consent

of the Iraqi government, rather than as a result of a belligerent occupation.

In any event, even if it were true that the Security Council could, by fiat, end

an occupation, this would not imply a Security Council ability to create an

occupation ex nihilos. There are many situations in which foreign troops can be

present on a state’s soil without there being a belligerent occupation. For

instance, foreign troops may be present at the invitation of the state, as often

happens, for instance, with UN peacekeeping forces. One might imagine a

rule permitting the Security Council to grant authority in the name of the state

for foreign forces to remain by invitation, thereby terminating an occupation.

However, such a rule could not work in reverse. How would the Security

Council transform the absence of foreign forces into a belligerent occupation?

Such a power would essentially render it possible to declare every territory in

the world occupied by anyone else, without any factual basis or judicial recourse.

PLO

The root of claims that Israel occupies Gaza after the withdrawal seems to lie in a

PLO legal opinion of October 2004, which asserted that, even after the Israeli

withdrawal, Israel would have to still be considered as occupying Gaza.79 As updated

in September 2005,80 the PLO’s Negotiations Affairs Department opinion claimed

that Gaza should be considered Israeli-occupied post-withdrawal due to three

factors. First, citing Israel’s assertion that it would retain the right of self-defence

against attacks from Gaza, the PLO opinion claimed that Israel would ‘retain the

ability and right to enter the Gaza Strip at will’. Second, the PLO opinion claimed that

‘Israel will retain control over Gaza’s airspace, sea shore, and borders[;] . . . Israel

will control all border crossings, including Gaza’s border with Egypt . . . . Taken

together, these powers mean that all goods and people entering or leaving Gaza will

be subject to Israeli control’. Third, citing nothing in particular, the PLO opinion

claimed that ‘Israel will prevent Gazans from engaging in international relations’.
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All three factors are tainted by misstatements of the facts, and together they

do not demonstrate that Gaza is occupied by Israel according to international law.

Let us begin with the PLO’s claim of an asserted Israeli right of its forces to enter

Gaza ‘at will’. Nowhere in its claims regarding the withdrawal did Israel make

any such claim. In fact, the language cited by the PLO as support for its statement

says something quite different. The PLO cites a pamphlet issued by then Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon to explain the ‘disengagement plan’ – the pamphlet was

subsequently adopted by the Government – which says that the ‘State of Israel

reserves the basic right to self defence, which includes taking preventive measures as

well as the use of force against threats originating in the Gaza Strip’.81 Obviously,

nowhere in this claim of self-defence does Israel assert a right to enter the Gaza Strip

‘at will’. Furthermore, asserting a right of self-defence against threats does not

transform the territory into ‘occupied territory’. All states enjoy the right to self-

defence, even where the threats emanate from another sovereign state.82 The fact

that Kuwait enjoys a right of self-defence against armed attacks emanating from

Iraq, for example, does not transform Iraq into Kuwaiti-occupied territory.

Move forward to the final assertion of the PLO opinion that ‘Israel will

prevent Gazans from engaging in international relations’. As noted, the PLO

opinion provides no document related to the withdrawal in which Israel makes

such an assertion. Moreover, the assertion is not true. Obviously, the Palestinian

Authority engages in international relations.83 Hamas’ takeover of Gaza after the

withdrawal did limit the ability of Gaza’s government to engage in foreign

relations since most states will not openly recognize the authority of a terrorist

organization like Hamas that seeks to destroy a member state of the United

Nations.84 Nonetheless, terror-supporting states like Syria have recognized the

Hamas government’s authority in Gaza, and they openly engage in diplomatic

relations with the governing Palestinian authorities in Gaza.85 Not only is Israel

powerless to prevent such international relations, it has itself engaged in negotiations

with the Hamas government by means of other states such as Egypt.86

Finally, consider the PLO’s assertion that Israel controls all border crossings,

including Gaza’s border with Egypt, as well as Gaza’s airspace and coastal

waters. As noted previously, this is simply not true. Israel does not control the

borders of Gaza; it controls only the Israeli side of Israel’s border with Gaza.

Egypt controls the Egyptian side of the Egyptian border with Gaza and Hamas

controls access to the Gazan side of all of Gaza’s land borders.87 Obviously,

controlling one side of a border does not make an occupation. Otherwise, one

would have to consider Portugal Spanish-occupied territory on the grounds that

Spain controls the Spanish side of the Portuguese–Spanish border. Indeed, the

case for Spanish occupation of Portugal would be even stronger, since Spain

controls the only land border to Portugal, while Gaza has a land border with

Egypt. But even if it were true that Israel controlled all borders to Gaza, this

would not make Israel the ‘occupier’ of Gaza because control of borders and

airspace does not constitute effective control of territory. Israel’s control of

Gazan airspace and coastal waters does not prevent Hamas from exercising
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authority within the Gaza Strip. Hamas polices the streets in Gaza, not Israel.

Hamas runs the courts and jails, not Israel. Hamas operates schools, television

and radio stations, not Israel. Control of a territory’s airspace by another state is

not unique in world history, and it has never previously been seen as transforming

territory into occupied land. For instance, the UN Security Council-ordered

no-fly zone in Libya88 was not seen as transforming Libya into occupied territory.

Indeed, commentators are quite clear in observing that ‘[s]upremacy in the air

alone does not fulfill the requirements of actual occupation’.89

In its attempt to paint Israel as an occupier of Gaza, the PLO opinion resorts to

misstating the law of occupation. Relying on the 1948 judgment of the

Nuremberg Tribunal in the Hostages Case, the PLO opinion states that the proper

test for occupation is not whether the putative occupier exercises effective

control, but whether it has the ability to do so. In other words, the PLO opinion

argues that an occupation exists whenever a state has the potential for effectively

controlling territory.90

Not only does this misstate the law, it is obviously absurd. If the law of

occupation transformed potential effective control into occupation, every case of

military superiority would make territory occupied. Ireland would have to be

considered territory occupied by the United Kingdom. Canada would have to

be considered territory occupied by the United States. Lithuania would have to be

considered territory occupied by Russia. Bangladesh would have to be considered

territory occupied by China.

In fact, it is well recognized that the law of occupation requires effective control,

rather than the potential for control. The PLO opinion relies on a misunderstanding

of the Hostages Case. To see this, it is worth quoting from the Nuremberg judgment

in full. The tribunal considered whether Greece and Yugoslavia could be considered

occupied by Nazi Germany during the entire period of 1941–1944. One of the claims

of the defendant Nazis was that Germany should not be considered an occupier

because occasionally partisan forces were able to briefly control small areas of

Greece and Yugoslavia until Nazi forces reasserted control of the area. The tribunal

ruled against the defendant arguments, writing as follows:

It is clear that the German Armed Forces were able to maintain control of Greece and
Yugoslavia until they evacuated them in the fall of 1944. While it is true that the
partisans were able to control sections of these countries at various times, it is
established that the Germans could at any time they desired assume physical control
of any part of the country. The control of the resistance forces was temporary only and
not such as would deprive the German Armed Forces of its status of an occupant.91

It should be evident that the Hostages Case did not alter the requirement that

occupation can exist only where the putative occupier exercises effective control

over the territory. The Nuremberg tribunal stated only that a temporary loss of

control over small areas within a larger occupied territory does not end an

occupation where the occupying forces control the bulk of the territory and may

immediately reassert control.
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This is far from the case in Gaza, where Israeli forces withdrew completely,

local control has been firmly established for several years, and there is no

surrounding occupied territory. Any attempt by Israel to reassert control would be

fiercely resisted, and would necessarily be protracted. In sum, there is no legal or

factual basis for the PLO opinion’s claims that Gaza is occupied territory.

Nonetheless, following the PLO’s talking points, many individuals and

organizations continue to argue that Israel is legally the occupier of Gaza. Like

the PLO opinion, these arguments generally ignore or misstate most of the

relevant facts, and argue for legal conclusions that are illogical and have no basis

in international law or practice.

Iain Scobbie and Yoram Dinstein

Interestingly, a modicum of support has appeared in the academic world for the

PLO claim. Most of the support, unsurprisingly, has come from academics known

for their advocacy for the Palestinian cause. For instance, Iain Scobbie opined that

since Israel retains ‘absolute authority over Gaza’s airspace and territorial sea[, i]t

is manifestly exercising governmental authority in these areas’. Scobbie then

leaped to the conclusion that control of airspace must be considered to constitute

effective control of the territory on the ground because ‘air power and aerial

surveillance are paramount’.92 In making this assertion, Scobbie cited no precedent

in which air control was seen as demonstrating effective authority sufficient to

create a state of occupation. Nor did Scobbie address cases like Libya in which air

control was not seen as establishing a state of occupation, or the considerable

number of commentators who have noted that air control cannot be the basis of an

occupation. Rather, Scobbie followed the PLO’s assertion that potential control is

the touchstone of occupation rather than active effective control. To bolster this

misstatement of the law, Scobbie cited the Prosecutor v. Naletilic and Martinovic

decision of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia.

The case proves exactly the opposite of Scobbie’s assertion.

In Naletilic and Martinovic,93 the trial court ruled that something more than

‘overall control’ is required in order to prove that an occupation exists, and it

provided a number of guidelines for showing that territory is occupied:

– the occupying power must be in a position to substitute its own authority

for that of the occupied authorities, which must have been rendered

incapable of functioning publicly;

– the enemy’s forces have surrendered, been defeated or withdrawn. In this

respect, battle areas may not be considered as occupied territory.

However, sporadic local resistance, even successful, does not affect the

reality of occupation;

– the occupying power has a sufficient force present, or the capacity to

send troops within a reasonable time to make the authority of the

occupying power felt;
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– the occupying power has issued and enforced directions to the civilian

population.94

None of these guidelines suggests that potential control is sufficient to establish

an occupation. In fact, quite the opposite is the case. The putative occupier must

not only have control through its forces on the scene, it must also have rendered

local authorities incapable of functioning, defeated local forces, and issued and

enforced directions to the local civilian population. Israel does none of these

things in Gaza. The inescapable conclusion is that Gaza is not occupied territory

under the legal standard used in Naletilic and Martinovic.

The Naletilic and Martinovic court did add the somewhat dubious argument

that some individuals may enjoy the protections of the law of occupation even

though the territory in which they are located does not fully meet the test of

occupied territory. However, even under the court’s expansive theory,

individuals could only enjoy these protections if in ‘the hands of the occupying

Power’.95 Essentially, this can happen in only one case, as described by the court:

where a state has invaded and is on the verge of occupying territory, but has not

yet consolidated its control sufficiently for the territory to be considered

occupied.96 Obviously, this is not the case in Gaza. Gazan residents are not ‘in the

hands’ of Israel. Moreover, this expansive theory applies only to the onset of an

occupation, as is clear from the court’s reliance on the language of article 2 of the

Fourth Geneva Convention.97 The court did not address article 6 of the Fourth

Geneva Convention which describes the laws of occupation once an occupation is

under way; article 6 states that the relevant rules of occupation apply only so long

as the occupier ‘exercises the functions of government’ in the occupied

territory.98 Thus, the expansive and controversial theory is irrelevant to the

question of whether a purportedly previously existing occupation of Gaza

continued after Israeli withdrawal.

In addition to erring over the law about control, Scobbie attempted to argue

that Israel’s ‘absolute authority over Gaza’s airspace and territorial sea’ shows

that it ‘is manifestly exercising governmental authority in these areas’ and that

Israel therefore occupies the land of Gaza. This conclusion too is exactly the

opposite of that dictated by international law. As noted previously, the Hague

Regulations state that occupation extends only to that part of the territory under

control of the putative occupier. Thus, even if Scobbie were correct that Israel

should be considered an ‘occupier’ of Gazan airspace and coastal waters, this

would not make the land of Gaza occupied. Moreover, as Yoram Dinstein writes,

‘[a]irspace – like the territorial and internal waters – is an appurtenance of the

land territory. As such, belligerent occupation of the airspace is inconceivable

independently of effective control over the subjacent land’.99

Yoram Dinstein’s writings on Gaza present a more curious case. While

Dinstein has long-held idiosyncratic beliefs opposing the Israeli government

concerning the sovereign status of the West Bank and Gaza,100 he is a respected

authority on the laws of war. Yet in his The International Law of Belligerent
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Occupation, Dinstein shockingly argues that Gaza remains occupied by Israel,

notwithstanding that most of the arguments he adduces in favour of the dubious

proposition are rebutted by Dinstein himself elsewhere in his book.

Dinstein presents three arguments in favour of the position that Israel

occupies Gaza:101 first, that Israel and the PLO agreed in the Oslo Accords to

treat Gaza and the West Bank as a ‘single territorial unit’;102 second, that Israel

effectively controls Gaza due to its control over Gaza’s airspace, coastal waters

and land borders and its supply of fuel and electricity; and, third, Israel’s alleged

‘belie[f] that it is free . . . to send back its armed forces into the area whenever

such a move is deemed vital to its security’.

The third argument, of course, is identical to the one made by the PLO and

equally groundless. Dinstein cites no source whatsoever in support of the

allegation that Israel holds such a belief. Nor does Dinstein demonstrate that such

a belief, if held, would constitute grounds for believing Gaza occupied. Dinstein

states that ‘belligerent occupation is not contingent on maintaining a fixed

garrison and it is enough for the Occupying Power to have the capacity to send

detachments of troops, as and where required, “to make its authority felt”’.103 Yet

Dinstein cites nothing to show that Israel has any authority to make it felt in Gaza,

or any policy of doing so. Moreover, as Dinstein states elsewhere, effective

control is the conditio sine qua non of occupation,104 and any Israeli belief that

fails to translate into effective control is irrelevant.

Dinstein’s second argument is shockingly inconsistent with his own analysis

elsewhere, as well as the facts. Dinstein acknowledges that Gaza has a border

with Egypt, and that the border has been opened and used without Israel presence

or oversight,105 yet he still incorrectly maintains that Israel controls ‘all lawful

entrance or exit of people and goods to and from the Gaza Strip’.106 Worse,

Dinstein fails to acknowledge what he wrote elsewhere in the same book:

it is palpable that the Occupying Power must deploy ‘boots’ on the ground in or near
the territory that is under occupation. Belligerent occupation cannot rest solely on
either naval power or air power, however formidable that may be . . . . Belligerent
occupation ‘once acquired must be maintained.’ . . . Should the Occupying Power
be expelled from – or lose its grip over – an occupied territory, in whole or in part,
the occupation in the area concerned is terminated.107

In other words, it is clear that the law of occupation states that any Israeli

control over airspace, coastal waters and land borders cannot be a substitute

for effective control. Without effective control over the land of Gaza, Israel is not

an occupier, no matter how effectively it controls Gaza’s airspace, waters or

external borders.

As for the Israeli supply of goods, Dinstein makes no effort to show that such

supply demonstrates that Israel has effective control of Gaza. Rather, Dinstein

cites an Israeli court case108 which held that Israel did not occupy Gaza, but still

had a duty to supply various goods to Gaza. Correctly noting that ‘the notion that a

Belligerent Party in wartime is in duty bound to supply electricity and fuel to its

enemy is plainly absurd’, Dinstein argued that the Court must have implicitly
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agreed that Israel occupies Gaza notwithstanding the explicit holding of the

Court to the contrary.109 The better argument, of course, is that the Court simply

erred in finding that Israel had a duty to supply the goods. And, as will be discussed

below, there is no ground for believing that supplying goods in itself constitutes

effective control. Certainly, Dinstein cites no such doctrine or case anywhere

in his book.

Dinstein’s first argument is the most peculiar of all. Whether Gaza and the

West Bank are a single territorial unit or separate units is entirely irrelevant for

the laws of occupation. As Dinstein himself notes elsewhere in the book, the

boundaries of occupied territory are determined by the area subject to effective

control, not by the legal boundaries of a territory.110 If Dinstein is correct that the

West Bank is occupied by Israel and that the West Bank and Gaza should be

viewed as a single territory notwithstanding their physical separation, this does

not automatically make Gaza occupied as well. Gaza would only be occupied if

Israel exercised effective control over Gaza. Since Israel does not exercise such

control, it does not occupy Gaza.

Gisha, Human Rights Watch and other NGOs

In a lengthy 2007 position paper, the pro-Palestinian NGO Gisha maintained that

Israel should be considered as occupying Gaza due to six factors: (1) Israel’s

alleged control over land crossings to and from Gaza; (2) Israel’s control of

airspace and coastal waters; (3) alleged Israeli control of movement within Gaza

due to ‘periodic incursions and a “No-Go Zone”’; (4) Israeli administration of a

Palestinian population registry; (5) Israeli remittances to the Palestinian

Authority of taxes collected on goods shipped to Gaza through Israeli ports; and

(6) relative Palestinian poverty and the importance of Israeli financial aid to the

Palestinian Authority.111

It should be noted that none of these factors demonstrates actual effective

control by Israel. As previously noted, it is not true that Israel controls all land

entry to and exit from Gaza; and the existing Israeli border controls, as well as air

and sea controls, do not constitute effective control so as to transform Gaza into

occupied territory. Indeed, in a March 2009 report, Gisha stepped away from its

insupportable claims that Israel controls all land entry into Israel. While its

2007 paper falsely claimed that ‘Israel also controls the movement of people

between Gaza and Egypt via Rafah Crossing, the only operational Egypt–Gaza

Crossing’,112 Gisha acknowledged in its 2009 paper that Egypt controlled its border

crossings with Gaza and that Egypt has permitted crossings between Gaza and Egypt

solely in coordination with Hamas.113

Gisha’s description of Israel as controlling Gaza due to alleged control of ‘the

Palestinian Population Registry’ is both factually and legally incorrect. Gisha

claims incorrectly that Israel controls ‘the’ Palestinian Population Registry. Israel

cannot prevent Hamas from maintaining a population registry and it has never

attempted to do so. In fact, Gisha’s March 2009 report acknowledged that Hamas
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maintains a registry, on the basis of which it has issued its own identity cards to

Gaza residents.114 Israel maintains a separate Israeli-managed Palestinian

population registry that it uses to make decisions regarding border crossings into

Israeli territory and which was supposed to be used for the Rafah crossing

under the November 2005 Israeli–Palestinian agreements. Thus, in saying that

Israel maintains a population registry, Gisha is saying nothing more than

that Israel controls its borders with Gaza in an orderly fashion and that Israel does

not trust potential assertions by Hamas about the residential status of Gazans.

But, as previously stated, border controls do not create an occupation.

Gisha’s claim that Israel’s control of movement within Gaza due to

‘periodic incursions and a “No-Go Zone”’ is more complex, and more deceptive.

Upon closer examination, Gisha’s claims turn out to be quite empty. Gisha’s

reference to ‘No-Go Zones’ is actually a misleading description of Israeli

warnings to Palestinians not to approach too closely the empty areas directly

adjacent to border fences between Israel and Gaza. Needless to say, these areas

have no Palestinian residents. At best, Gisha might say that Israel ‘occupies’ the

few metres adjacent to border fences, although it is far from clear that this

territory is Gazan to begin with. More striking are Gisha’s claims regarding

Israeli defensive military measures. For instance, Gisha focused on several Israeli

incursions during Operation Summer Rains in 2006 in which Israeli troops

entered the Gaza Strip and briefly set up camp. Focusing on these brief moments

of intense fighting, Gisha claims that ‘ground forces have been operating

throughout Gaza . . . closing areas to travel, forcing families out of their homes

. . . and issuing orders to the civilian population to stay away from areas of

fighting’.115 But as noted previously, cases like Naletilic and Martinovic make it

clear that temporary control of areas during battle do not constitute ‘occupation’

and it is simply not true that the periods of intense fighting in Operation Summer

Rains and Operation Cast Lead are representative of the general state of affairs in

Gaza. Other than brief periods of intense fighting, Israeli troops have not operated

throughout Gaza, and have not had any control over where civilians live or move.

Gisha acknowledges that the true basis of its claim that Israel occupies Gaza is

Israel’s ‘military superiority’.116 However, as noted earlier, military superiority is

not the legal test for occupation under international law.

Gisha’s claims about Israeli remittances are similarly factually and legally

inaccurate. According to the terms of the Israeli–Palestinian peace agreements

known as the Oslo Accords, and in particular the so-called Paris Protocol of

1994,117 Israel agreed to give to the Palestinian Authority value added tax and

customs duties assessed on goods imported through Israel and ultimately

transferred to the Palestinian Authority. Israel has withheld these funds from

Gaza since the Hamas takeover,118 as required by international law, which

forbids the provision of financial support to terrorist organizations,119 although

it has given funds to the Palestinian Authority, which has, in turn, transferred

funds to Gaza. But this hardly constitutes ‘control [over] the tax system’ of Gaza.

Israel does not and cannot impose any taxes inside Gaza. Israel is also unable
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to interfere with any taxes imposed by the government of Gaza on its citizenry,

including income tax, sales taxes, property taxes and any other kind of duty or

tax. And, indeed, Hamas imposes various taxes on the citizenry of Gaza.120

It is true, of course, that assessing taxes is a classic governmental duty, and if

Israel had completely supplanted the ability of the local government of Gaza to

tax, this would constitute an interesting indication regarding occupation.

However, given that Hamas does impose taxes in Gaza, and Israel imposes none,

this is yet further proof that Gaza is not occupied territory.

Finally, Gisha’s claims about Gaza’s relative poverty and the economic

importance of financial aid from Israel are, for the most part, factually accurate, but

legally irrelevant to the question of whether Gaza is occupied. It is true, for example,

that many Gazans rely on foreign remittances for their livelihood as a result of

Palestinian mismanagement of the economy as well as legal restrictions on the

provision of aid to terrorist organizations like Hamas. However, the fact that Israel

provides some of this financial aid hardly shows that Gaza is occupied by Israel any

more than the fact that the United Kingdom provides aid proves that the UK occupies

Gaza. Many states provide financial aid to many other states and organizations;

never is it argued that the provision of this aid in combination with the relative

poverty of the recipients of this aid demonstrates that territory is occupied.

Gisha cites no legal sources establishing that these kinds of Israeli measures

constitute sufficient ‘effective control’ to constitute occupation. It makes no

attempt to deal with the multiple legal sources indicating that there can be no

occupation unless the occupying forces substitute for and completely displace

local government. Gisha cites the Hostages Case,Uganda v.Congo andProsecutor

v. Naletilic andMartinovic, but mischaracterizes their holdings;121 Gisha supplies

no source that actually supports its approach to defining occupied territory.

Without any legal source that serves to support Gisha’s theory of ‘effective

control’, Gisha adds a host of misstatements of fact to support its claim that Israel

occupies Gaza. For instance, Gisha argues that ‘Israel controls . . . the make-up of

the Palestinian Authority [in Gaza], by virtue of its control over Palestinian

elections’.122 However, this is plainly untrue. Israel exercised no control over the

vote in Gaza, or over Hamas’ subsequent completion of its takeover by armed

force. Israel plainly does not control the makeup of the Hamas government in Gaza.

In the absence of legal support for its position, Gisha implicitly acknowledges

that its legal claims cannot be justified by existing law by appealing to its readers

to ‘reject formalism’ and instead focus on what it calls the ‘purpose’ and ‘spirit’

of international law: to impose legal obligations on Israel.123

Human Rights Watch is another NGO which has maintained that Israel

occupies Gaza. In October 2004, following the initial PLO opinion that Gaza

would remain occupied post-Israeli withdrawal, Human Rights Watch issued its

own shorter statement echoing the PLO’s line by opining that Israel should be

seen as an occupier based upon its ‘control over Gaza’s borders, coastline and

airspace’ and its alleged ‘reserv[ation of] the right to launch incursions at will’.124

HRW based its claim of alleged complete Israeli control of borders on its belief
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that Israel would maintain control of the Philadelphi corridor on the Egyptian–

Gazan border.125 This turned out not to be the case, but HRW never updated its

opinion, instead repeatedly asserting that ‘Israel remains an occupying power in

the Gaza Strip because it continues to exercise effective control over Gaza’s

airspace, sea space, and land borders’.126 Of course, as previously noted, Israel

does not control Gaza’s land borders; Israel only controls its own borders with

Gaza. And, as noted, Israeli border controls along the Israel–Gaza border, even

with land and sea control, do not constitute an adequate legal basis for asserting

that Israel occupies Gaza. HRW cited no source for its claim that Israel asserted a

right to launch incursions at will. Perhaps HRW’s claim was based on the similar

PLO fabrication. In any case, no Israeli document concerning the Gaza

withdrawal asserted any right to launch incursions at will.

In addition, HRW claimed that Israel should be seen as occupying Gaza because

‘Israel will continue to control Gaza’s telecommunications, water, electricity and

sewage networks’.127 This statement too is false. Israel has no control over Gaza’s

internal telecommunications, water, electricity or sewage networks. Israel does not

lay pipe or cable in Gaza, move it or maintain it. Israel does not connect any Gazan to

telephone, water, electricity or sewage networks, and it does not disconnect any

Gazan. The apparent source of HRW’s misrepresentation of the facts is two-fold.

First, while Gaza controls its own telecommunications128 and electricity

networks,129 each is connected to the Israeli network, and Bezeq (an Israeli

telephone company) and the Israel Electric Company provide services to Gaza.130

This fact, of course, does not mean that Israel ‘occupies’ Gaza any more than the

connection of US and Canadian telecommunications networks means that the US

occupies Canada. Second, Gaza has limited capacity to produce certain items

internally, such as electricity and piping for sewage systems.131 As a result, it imports

Israeli electricity and fuel, and limited amounts of water, and it imports piping for

sewage systems through Israel.132 Israel has, for its part, curbed exports to Gaza

through its territory, both as part of its economic sanctions programme against

Hamas, and as a result of the diversion of material to terrorist uses. For instance,

Hamas has diverted the use of metal pipes intended for upgrading the sewage system

to the production of rockets and launchers to attack Israeli civilians.133

Legally, Gaza’s reliance on vital imported goods does not make it

‘occupied territory’. Israel is dependent on imported oil;134 this does not make

Israel territory occupied by OPEC states. Singapore requires imports from

Malaysia to supply half its water;135 this does not make Singapore Malaysian-

occupied territory. Many countries lack self-sufficiency in vital goods and

services; this hardly makes them ‘occupied territory’.

Like Gisha, Human Rights Watch did not cite any legal sources demonstrating

that actions like those of Israel towards Gaza have been considered to constitute

occupation at any other place or time in the world. Nor did HRW deal with the

sources that clearly indicate that there can be no occupation unless local government

is displaced by occupation forces.
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In addition to the fact that the NGO’s legal claims that Israel occupies Gaza

have no basis in international law or fact, many of the claims are characterized by

an apparent lack of good faith. The claimants use the alleged occupied status of

Gaza selectively in order to raise claims against Israel, but then forget the claims

when they are harmful to Israel’s foes.

Generally, NGO claims that Gaza is occupied use this misstatement of the

law in order to attempt to subject Israel to the duties of an occupying power.

Human Rights Watch136 and Amnesty International,137 for example, argue that

because Israel allegedly occupies Gaza, it is required to abide by the rules of

international law that require occupying powers to provide various kinds

of humanitarian aid, such as medical services, to the protected populations of

occupied territories.

However, another basic duty of occupying powers under international law is

the duty under Hague Regulation 43 to ‘restore, and ensure, as far as possible,

public order and safety’.138 This duty is quite important in the laws of occupation.

For instance, in the Hostages Cases before the Nuremberg tribunal cited by the

PLO, the court emphasized that ‘International Law places the responsibility upon

the commanding general of preserving order, punishing crime and protecting lives

and property within the occupied territory’.139 If groups like Gisha, Human Rights

Watch and Amnesty International truly believed their specious claim that Israel

‘occupies’ Gaza, they would urge Israel to fulfil the requirements of Regulation 43

and use force in Gaza in order to displace Hamas and punish its criminal acts, as

well as to police Gaza and enforce public order. Groups like Gisha, Human Rights

Watch and Amnesty International would have to applaud Israeli incursions into

Gaza and urge Israeli troops to remain in Gaza until the end of the ‘occupation’

while urging Israel to define its goals more broadly to include the deposing of

Hamas. Needless to say, Gisha and other pro-Palestinian groups have not done so.

Numerous other organizations have issued opinions claiming that Gaza is

occupied by Israel.140 But, like all the opinions already discussed, they rely

heavily on misstatements of the fact and law, and a stubborn refusal to apply the

acknowledged legal standards of the law of occupation.

United Nations

In continuing the fiction that Israel ‘occupies’ Gaza, UN bodies have echoed

uncritically most or all of the factual errors and inaccurate legal arguments cited

above. For instance, the Goldstone Commission reached the conclusion that

Israel occupied the Gaza Strip on the basis of arguments that almost precisely

tracked those of Gisha. For instance, the commission wrote: ‘Israel continued to

control Gaza’s telecommunications, water, electricity and sewage networks, as

well as the population registry, and the flow of people and goods into and out of

the territory.’141 These statements are all false, as noted above. Ironically, the

commission report included these statements even while acknowledging its
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members had entered and exited the Gaza Strip through the Egyptian–Gazan

border notwithstanding Israel’s refusal to facilitate their travel in any way.142

Like other UN bodies, the Goldstone Commission clouded the issue by

jumbling up misstatements of fact with discussions of Israel’s theoretical powers

under the Oslo Accords and later agreements. For instance, in order to maintain

its transparently false claim that Israel controls the land borders to Gaza, the

Commission stated that Israel controls ‘to a significant degree the Rafah crossing

to Egypt, under the terms of the Agreement on Movement and Access’.143 This

argument is groundless. Even if the commission were correct in arguing that the

agreement had left Israel in control of the Egyptian–Gazan border, that would be

irrelevant today, with Hamas now governing Gaza and unwilling to implement

the agreement. Because questions of occupation are questions of fact, control of

borders and other relevant factors must be shown by actual facts, not defunct

agreements that if hypothetically honoured would lead to an imagined set of

affairs. Moreover, the commission’s characterization of the substance of the

agreement is incorrect. Even if the Agreement were now being implemented,

the Palestinian Authority, together with Egypt, would have ultimate control

over the border crossing, not Israel.

Even more egregiously, the Commission cited the 1995 Israeli–Palestinian

Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (also known as

‘Oslo II’), as demonstrating that ‘ultimate authority . . . still lies with Israel’ since

Oslo II reserved for Israel those ‘powers and responsibilities’ not transferred by

agreement. Once again, even if the commission were correct in stating that the

1995 agreement left Israel in effective control of Gaza, this has nothing to do with

the status of Gaza after Israel’s 2005 withdrawal, and Hamas’ 2007 takeover of

the Gaza Strip. First of all, Hamas does not recognize the validity of the Oslo

Accords and does not recognize any residual authority of Israel.144 Thus, even if

Israel had wanted, post-withdrawal, to maintain the authority it had under the

Oslo Accords, it is unable to do so. Questions of occupation are questions of fact;

thus, any occupation must be shown by actual control of the purported occupier,

not defunct agreements that purport to show such control. Second, there is no

reason to believe that Israel sought to maintain any powers and responsibilities

post-withdrawal. None of the actions taken by Israel in 2004–2005 indicated any

attempt to preserve powers theoretically reserved for it by Oslo II or other

agreements. Instead, Israel announced that it was ending both its presence in and

administration over Gaza, explicitly surrendering powers and assets reserved for

Israel under the Oslo agreements.145 The commission’s description of the Hamas

government as ‘a de facto local administration, which carries out the functions

and responsibilities in various areas transferred to the Palestine Authority under

the Oslo Accords, to the extent that it is able to do so’146 is absurd. The Hamas

government is a local government holding power by virtue of elections and a

coup, and it does not limit its activities to those defined by an agreement to which

it was not party and which it does not accept.
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Like many of the NGOs, the Goldstone Commission’s commitment to the

theory that Gaza is occupied by Israel was inconsistent with other claims against

Israel made by the commission. For instance, the Goldstone Commission, in order

to bolster a claim that Hamas constitutes a political party in large part immune from

attack, described some Hamas armed forces in Gaza as the ‘police’ forces of

the ‘Gaza authorities’, interested solely in the maintenance of domestic order.147

Likewise, the Commission described Hamas as ‘the de facto government authority

in Gaza’ that ‘employ[s] civil servants and workers, run[s] schools, hospitals, traffic

police and the administration of justice’.148 At the same time, the Goldstone

Commission denied that Hamas had effective control over Gaza, instead attributing

such control to Israel. Needless to say, both positions cannot be true.

One of the most startling arguments made by the Goldstone Commission

report is a variant on Bruderlein’s claims about the power of the UN Security

Council to create an occupation by declaration or non-declaration.

The Goldstone Commission argued that Gaza should be considered occupied by

Israel, inter alia, because ‘the international community continues to regard it as the

occupying power’. Naturally, the commission adduced no authority for the

proposition that a declaration of ‘the international community’ has the authority to

create a legal status of occupation, where the facts show otherwise. And indeed, the

commission produced no evidence of such an international consensus either.

Instead, the commission cited in support of its claim of an international consensus

the very resolution that appointed the investigatory committee to begin with.149

In short, there is little in UN reports to suggest any reasoned argumentation in

favour of the position that Gaza is Israeli-occupied territory.

Conclusion

It is evident that any fair examination of the law and facts leads to the conclusion

that Israel has not occupied Gaza since 2005. Hamas, not Israel, exercises the

functions of government in Gaza. Hamas, not Israel, has effective control over the

territory. Thus, legally, it is impossible to argue cogently that Israel ‘occupies’ Gaza.

While a number of NGOs and UN organizations continue to claim that Israel

‘occupies’ Gaza, such assertions are in plain contradiction of the law and facts,

and testament to the degree to which some are willing to distort the standards of

international law in service of a political agenda concerning Israel.

Other arguments in favour of the continued Israeli occupation of Gaza may be

asserted in better faith, but with no more legal support. Simply put, the law and

facts cannot support the myth of an Israeli occupation of Gaza following its 2005

withdrawal and the 2007 Hamas takeover.
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